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Not the same as Italy
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My name is Ge Kun, I have been to Italy for 1
year, although it is a short year, but I have visited 12 cities in Italy. In China, every city is the
same, the same building, the same street, the
same store, but in Italy you will find each city
has a unique style and not the same soul.

Siena is a city in the Tuscany region of Italy and the capital of the province of
Siena. The old city center area in 1995 by UNESCO as a world cultural heritage. Siena is one of the most famous tourist attractions in Italy, with more
than 169,000 visits to the city in 2008. Siena is famous for its unique cuisine,
art, museums, medieval landscapes, and horse races.
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Siena is a well preserved medieval mountain
town. The city has a kind of intimacy, let us though
in a foreign country, but feel familiar, like back to
the childhood sun. The old city winding, elegant
and quiet, every corner is a style, like an angel
living in the city as eternal, pure. Wake up in the
morning, in the top of the mountain town of suburbs to choose a bright and stable seat a cup of
cappuccino, a cup of Espresso, warm coffee warm

the body, immediately wake up the brain. Looking
around is an endless pastoral scenery. After satiate, they went to the town center. Siena this medieval city is still full of quiet atmosphere, golden
sun, such as honey painted the old streets, those
old doors, surrounded by flowers, windows, dark
orange bell tower, all bathed in the honey color of
the sun , People feel warm.
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